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SPRAY PENETRATION WITH A SIMPLE FUEL INJECTION NOZZLE
By Hsrold E. bfillerandEdwardG. BeardsIey

SUM*MABY

The tests covered by this report forma part of a general instigation of the application of
fueI injection engine principles to aircraft engine service. The purpose of these tests was to
obtain specific info~ation on the rate of penetration of the spray from a simple injection noxde,
having a s.i@e ofice with a diameter of .015 inch when injecting intu compressed gases.

The fuel vvsssprayed into a clwxaber fitted with glass walls and Med with nitrogen at vmious
prassures. Special high-speed photographic apparatus, capable of taking a continuous serk
of 15photographs at a rate of 4,000 per second, was used to record the development of single
sprays. The effects of fueI pressures from 2,000 to 8,000 pounds per square inch and chamber
pressures from atmospheric to 300 pounds per square inch on thd rate of penetration and the
development of the spray were studied.

The r-ults have shown that the efFectsof both chamber and fuel pressures on pmetration
me so marked that the study of sprays by means of h&h+peed photography or its equivalent is
necessary if the eflxts are to be appreciated su.f3icient1yto enable ratiomd analysis. It was
found for these tests that the negative accehration of the spray tip is approximately propor-
t~onal to the 1.5 power of the instantaneous velocity of the spray tip.

INTRODUCTION

It is usual to study the characteristics of sprays produced by fuel injection engine fueI
nozzles by spraying into liquids or the atmosphere. TVhilesuch tests me easily made, they are
not entirely satisfactory, since the test conditions we far Werent from the actual conditions
met in the engine cylinder.

Lack of information regarding the effect of the compr~ed gases on-the spray handicaps the
analysis of the action inside the engimacylinder. This fundamental information is especially
desirable when applying fuel injection to aviation engines, since the conditions in this field are so
cMerent from those existing in Iow-speed engines now in use that commercial experiences can
serve only M a very rough guide.

An item of major importance is the rate of penetration of the spray. Kuehn (Reference 1)
gives information on the penetration of single drops of various diameters, but these data depend
primarily on theoretical calculations and have little value for predicting the action of a fuel
spray composed of a comparatively, kirge quantity of liquid in different form. A complete
theoretical analysis for the action of sprays necessitates assumptions that lead to uncertain
reiults, so that &ect experimental detm-nations are desirable. Since investigations of this
nature have apparently not been made heretofore, thie work was undertaken to provide some
ddinite information for a simple nozzle.

PHASES OF PROBLEM CONSIDERED

~A simple injection valve, opened by a CaLUand dosed by a compression spring, vms used for
the present work. A cylindrical nozzle havirg a diameter of O.OM inch was used, and the valve
needle lift vi-as0.007 inch.
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DuetoW~tations of the apparatus,it wasnec-aryt.o ccmfhethestudyto spr~y lengths of loss
than 6 inches and to time periods of less than 0.005 second. IVhile interesting data undoubtedly
would have been obtained if the scope could have been ~~tided tO~~ude greater Spray lengths

and longer time periods, the formation ~-as d=ired prima~y as ~ aid in aPP@% fuel in-
jection to aviation engines where the conditions do not d-and greatex spray lengths or longer ,
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time periods. Fuel pressures between 2,000 imd &OOO:poundsper square inch at 1,000 pounds
per square inch intervals were investigated while inie+ttig into a chamber filled with gas at
atmospheric pressure and at 100, 200, and 300’pounds per square inch gauge. Due to strength
limitations of the present chamber, greater Ghamberpressures were not invwtigatecl.

Connscfkm f.pressure kmk~

Rocker a-m

Fm. 2.—Fuel hrjeetion valve mfchenl$m

APPARATUS AND METHOD OF OPERATION

The apparatus used for producing and controlling the fuel sprays is shown diagrammatically
by F~e 1. The valve mechanism k show fi more detafi in 1%’Lwe2“. The cm show in
these two &ures was arranged to make a single revolution at a speed of 900 revolutions per
minute by means of a
engaged the clutch and

c.lut~hmechanism such w is used on punch presms. A control lever
thus connecte~ the cam to a shaft rota~d by an electric motor at 900
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Fm. %-lnkctfon preswre, 3.(LIIlb&q. tn. Chmnk ~& atmcspkic

FIG. 4.—Inlection premm 3,(03 lbJsq In. Chsmber P+-% 100lbk. ~

.



Fro. 6.-Injeotlon prewrre, 3,WI lb./sq. in. Chamber prsssure, WI lbJsrf. in

\

FIQ, 7.-Injection pressur% 6,CCSIlb./sq. fn. Chamber wwmre, WI lbJsq. k

Fm. 8.–Injsctkm pressure 8,~ Ih./sJz. In. Chsrnkr rmsmrre,3WJ lbh. ~.
The orfglnal pbotogrsphs forEgurenS to 8 brclusive wsxe tidied far re@oduettori”@xrcs~
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revoIut.ionsper minute. The cam made one revolution and the cIutch was then automaticrdly
disengaged. The cam lifted the spring-loaded injection-valve needle from its seat through the
rocker arm, permitt~e the discharge of the fuel. The Iift of the steeI valve needle could be
varied by rotating the eccentric rocker arm pin, but, for the present work, it was not changed.

The fuel system was of the constant pressure type, fuel being supplied to the injection -w&e
by means of a hydraulic hand pump at the point shown in Figure 2. The pressure tm.k just
above the nozzle was ~ed with air before hydraulic pressure was applied and served to minimize
the pressure drop duri~ an injection.

The nozzle was mounted at one end of a preawre chamber fitted with gIass WSIISon two
sides to permit visual and photographic observation of the spray. This chamber was fled with
nitrogen from a pressure tank.

SpeciaI high-speed photographic apparatus, capable of taking a continuous series of fifteen
photographs at a rate of 4,OOOper second was used ta record the development of singIe sprays.
Illumination was obtained from a spark gap looated near the fooua of a parabolic reflector which
directed the light into the spray chamber. A camera lens, mounted on the opposite side of the
chamber, focused the spray image on a tihn fastened around a circdar drum. This drum was
rotated at 3,7oo revolutions per minute in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the spray.

Fifteen gIass plate condensers, charged to about 30,000 voh% each, were arranged to dis-
chsrge in sequence across the spark gap by means of a rotary switch. The t-freebetween con-
denser discharges, and hence between pictures, was regulated by varying tie speed of the
-rotary switch. Discharge through the rotary switoh and spark gap ocndd not ooour, until a
master switch was closed. This master switch was operated simultaneously with the nozzle
valve cam by the same clutch mechanism which wmtroIled the cam.

The duration of a single exposure was estimated to be of the order of 0.000005 seconds.
When injecting into gases At 300 pounda pressure, it waa neiwsmry to employ a rate of 2,000
exposurea per second in order to show the travel of the spray tip across the chamber. When
injecting into gas at atmospheric press—ue, the rate was increased to 4,OOOper second in order .
to obtain a complete series of pictures before the spray impinged on the opposite ohember wall.
Intermediate rates were used for the intermediate chambkr pressures.

By striking the controI lever which engaged the clutch the injection of fuel and discharge of
the condensers took place simultaneously and a record wsa obtained on the exposed h. AM

—

operation was carried out in a darkened room.
A high-grade Diesel engine fuel oiI was used for all experiments. —

DISCUSSION OF RFrSULTS

The rasulk given here are for single spraya produced by a aingIe revolution of the cam.
It was not feasible to permit continuous operation of tie injection system ss iU Mtd e@II% ss .

the fuel cloud formed in the chamber wouId obscure the spray. Although differenc~ may exist
between sprays under these conditions, visual observation has shown that when injecting into the
atmosphere with the chamber removed, continuous operation gave Iesa than 10 per cent greater
penetration than obtained with a siqle spray.

—.

Figures 3 to 8, inclusive, are reproductions of actual photo=gaphs taken during the investi-
gation. There was not sufficient contrast in the originaI photographs to enable intelligible
half-tones to be made so ‘that it was necessa~ to retouch the photographs by increasing the
depth of the background and accentuating the nozde.

—
Much care was taken to alter as little

as possibIe the original outline of the spray. Figures 3 to 6, inchsive, compose a se&a in which
—

the injection pressure is 3,OOOpounds per square inch and the chamber prwsure ia varied from .
atmospheric to 300 pounds per square inch gage. Fwes 6, 7, and 8 mmpose another series in
which the chamber pressure is 300 pounds per square inch and the injection pressure ia varied

—

from 3,000 tu 8,000 pounds per square inch.
, From such photographs measurements were made of the lengths of the spray images and the --

._ +
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distances between images:
after taking into acoount

Fig&es 9 to 14, inchwive, were plotted from these measurements
the photographic reduction and the speed of ti travel. WhiIe —
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data for figures were taken from a single series of photographs, thwe wera checked by additional
photographs and were shown to be representative.

TM data given by Figure 15, showing the effect of fuel pressure on spray tip velocity, were
obtained from Figure 12. The inlluence of the chamb& and injection pressures on the develop-
ment of the spray is shown quite markedly by thesefigures.
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chamber pressure, fu- c~~ Pr-me, IW Chamber pressure, Chamber pressurq 2W
mosphario. Fuel lb./sq. In. gaige. Fuel 2W lb$q. In. gem. lb@q. in. ge.ga. Fuel
pmsure, 2,~ to premure, 2,0X to 8@Il FrIel pramure, 2,~ pressure, 2,000 to
8,WI lb@q. in. lb./sq. In. to 8,0W lb$q. Ln. S,@Xllb./eq. in.

Efied et fuel prmsure on penetration

Figure 16 shows that injection would have been completed in about-0.003 second if the
valve needle followed the cam, None of the pictures taken included the entire period of injec-
tion, and since time inte~ak of nearly 0.005 second Were mcofied it is evident that the cam

Time-inseconds ‘-“..

FIG. K%-Eflwt ofohamber preswrre on penetretkm.
Fuel IX&SOJej 2,0M lbJsq. in. Chamber was-
cure Oto 300lb@cf. h. !wW

Fro. 14.—EI?eet of chamhr pr~
sum on penetration. Fuel prez.
sure, 8,11)0lbJaq. In. Chamber

.

pressure, O to WI lbJsq.In,
!4RUge

did not control the closing of the valve! This action ia w explanation of”thci character of the
nozzle ctdibratio.ncwg, Figure 17. Several seri~ of, calibrationi”we& ‘made.@ atmospheric
and at-300 po@s per square inch chamber pressure, none of ~~h.’~ffeied””pefieptibly from
those given on the c&ve;

., .. ..... .... ., : .-.”,:’,.?
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I I
Tme h seconds

FIG. 16.—EITeot 0! fnd we5nre on ll~y ffII vefcclty.
Ohsmber wewnrG 800 lbJsq. h!. FneI ~ 2,CXIto
8,GU0Ib,/8q. in.

Fm. 16.—vdvam dfagram Fw. 17.-WeJght offnelclkclwgedby ncde

NATHEiWATICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The fornudation of the mathematical rdationships governing the action of liquids injected
into compressed gases is considerably invoIved because of the Iarge number of variiblee and
a lack of Imowle&ce of the true action. Analysis of the experimental results revealed that for
the present tests the negative acceleration of the spray tip is approximately proportional to the
1.5 power of the inatantaneoua velocity of the spray tip.

The applicability of this reIation can be readily ahown. Assuming such a reIation to appIy,
the mathematical equation will be:

(1).

This may be expressed as:
v-

8=z-Tpm (a
where 8==spray hmgth or penetration in feet.

t-time in seconds.
~ ~ co&~ent.

VO=initid vdocity in feet per second.

Equation (2) may be yerifled by differentiation. From this equation is derived”

(3)

which is an equation of a straight line for $ as a function of t. Values of these variabIes taken
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from Fi@res 9 to 12, inclusive, give the data plotted on Figures 18 to 20. Since the divergence
from straight lines is not very great, equation (1) closely represents the physical conditions
within the limits of the -periments.

It is interesting to note that equation (3) maybe arranged as in equation (4).

*=&_:: : (4)
0

—

t

From this equation it becomes apparent that .s=&- when t= co so that this equation

gives the penetration that would be obtained if disch~e never ceased or the limiting value of
penetration for the chamber a~d fuel pressures under consideration. It is evident from equa-

tion (3) that +3 is the reciprocal of the slope of &e lines in F~res 18 to 20, and thus a
0

means is obtained of estimating the limiting yahxe of the penetration. Since the condition
was not examined experimentally, there is no assurance that the straight lines may be ex-
tended, and this operation has little practical utility at the present time. Nevertheless, it
probably constitut~ the best way to extrapolate the”present data. It is interesting to note
that, if it is assumed that the data maybe ~tended in this way, the penetration increases with

I I I

5 L I I I I !. I I I I
$0 m .lM2 .003 .004

FIQ. lS.-Charnber prmsure, I(F3lb./sq, in, llm. 19.-Chnmber PK?S91X%203lbJaq. lu. Fm. Z1.-C!hambar Breesure WI lb&. h.

Fuelpremrei2,WXIto S@O lb@r& In. ReIe.tlon o! mean veloeity redprce$.1 WC)ta the.

fuel pressure to a certain maximum value, after which it decreases wjth further increases of
fuel pre9sure.

l?igure M shows that the higher fuel pressures arg_accompanied by higher initial velocities,
but after a certain time interval the spray-tip velocity is nearly the same OVR a wide range of
fuel-pressure variation. The higher initial velocities are probably accompanied by greater
atomization, as is indicated by other experiences, and thus the higher pressures would have
other beneficial affects besides their influence on penetration.

CONCLUSIONS

These tests have given definite information on the rate of spray penetration from a simple
nozzle and on the variation of this rate with various fue~ and gas pressures. The exted to
which the present results depend on the particukr characteristics of the present injection ap-
paratus can only be determined by tests with other types.

Records of the development of fuel sprays injected into compressed gases, obtained by means
of high-speed photography, provide a good basis for the analysis of the behavior of sprays pro-
duced by vaxious injection nozzles, and therefore should aid rniterialsy hi considering the in-
fluence that the nozzles would have on engine performance.
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